
Virtual Side Guard Inspection Form 

Company  Date of Installation  

Company Contact  Side Guard Vendor  

Truck Asset Number  Installation Vendor  

 

 

General Measurements 

Side Guard Dimensions (in inches) Note that Left/Right vehicle side is 
relative to the operator’s position. For example, Left Side is to the left of 
the forward facing operator in both RHD and LHD vehicles. 

Left Side Right Side 

A. Distance from the underside of the vehicle to the top of the Side Guard     

B. If Rail Design/Type. Distance between the bottom of the  
top rail to the top of the lower rail. Not applicable if panel design 

    

C. Distance from the bottom edge of the Side Guard to the ground     

(Not shown above) Inset or Outset distance between sideguard and the 
outer edge of the rear wheel 

    

E. Distance from the end point of the Side Guard to the nearest front 
tire or other feature acting as a side guard (ladder, tool box, etc.) 

    

F. Distance from the end point of the Side Guard to the nearest back 
tire or other feature acting as a side guard (ladder, tool box, etc.) 

    

If side guard does not extend to within 11.8” of front tires, distance from 
front tire to nearest object acting as a side guard 

  

If side guard does not extend to within 11.8” of rear tires, distance from 
rear tire to nearest object acting as a side guard 

  

Dimensions of other objects acting as a side guard (toolboxes, ladders, 
tanks) 

  

A. Distance from the underside of the vehicle to the top of the Side Guard   

C. Distance from the bottom edge of the object to the ground   

(Not shown above) Inset or Outset distance between object and the outer 
edge of the rear wheel 

  

 

Over… 

 



Variances 

Areas or components maybe left uncovered if they are a safety feature or part of the daily operation of 

the vehicle (e.g. hydraulic shutoff valves, hydraulic rams.) Daily operation of the vehicle only includes 

maintenance areas accessed daily (e.g. battery switches, air tanks.)  In some situations, a variance may 

also be granted for gaps that exceed Volpe specifications.  These variances will only be granted to gaps 

whose safety would not benefit from being closed to Volpe specifications and that do not pose 

additional safety risks by remaining open.  Document the location and reason for the variance request 

below. Note that vehicle sides are to be taken from a forward-facing driver perspective. 

 

Photographs  

Photographs are required for all virtual inspections.  Please submit wide angle photos of the driver and 

passenger side of the vehicle that show all closed gaps.  Photos of any requested variances must also be 

included.  A minimum of two photographs must be submitted with your virtual inspection form. 

 

GENERAL REPORTING: Franchisee and Approved Recycler shall maintain records and reports required by 

BPS as noted herein and promptly respond to periodic requests for such records and reports, which are 

directly pertinent to requirements of the Franchise Agreement or required by City Code Chapter 17.102. 

The Franchisee and Approved Recycler shall complete and deliver reports to BPS using the applicable 

form provided or approved by BPS by the specified due date. When this due date falls on a Saturday, 

Sunday or legal holiday, the report is due on the next Business Day. Failure to deliver a complete signed 

and accurate report or requested information by the deadline shall constitute an Infraction. (C/I)* 

 

I acknowledge, as the company representative, that the side guard installation is complete, and I agree 

with the information provided for the side guard dimensions and installation presented above. 

Truck Owner Represented Name: _____________________________________ 

Truck Owner Representative Signature:_________________________________ 

Date: _____________________ 

 

 

 

Left Side Variance(s) Explanation Right Side Variance(s) Explanation 

 

 
 
 


